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A searingly honest portrayal of the search for spiritual enlightenment."This book answers the

question of how do you find the answer to who and what you are—ultimately—beyond any

shadow of a doubt—beyond the body, and beyond the mind."This true story of friendship, love,

and the darkest nights of the soul, follows a young spiritual seeker who drops out of school and

spends the next decade in a spiritual search that leads from a Zen master in the wilds of West

Virginia, to an iconoclastic Christian mystic in the heart of Los Angeles, and an architect-

turned-sage in England.Entertaining storytelling combined with practical tips on spiritual

disciplines and lessons from the path of spiritual awakening make this a must-have edition for

those both curious and passionate about the mysteries of life, death, and

enlightenment."Deserves a prominent place on any bookshelf of nonduality, mindfulness, or

meditation titles."

About the AuthorShawn Nevins began his spiritual search in 1990, a search that culminated in

a profound spiritual awakening in 1999 as he was reading Franklin Merrell-Wolff's paper

entitled "The Induction." His creative endeavors include the films Closer Than Close-an

acclaimed documentary on Self-realization, Meetings with Remarkable Women, Traveling

Lighter with Paul Hedderman, and Mountain High. Shawn's other spiritual books include

Images of Essence and The Celibate Seeker, and his poems have appeared in Meridian

Anthology of Contemporary Poetry, Sacred Journey, and Poetry Chaikhana. Presently, Shawn

is involved in numerous outreach activities for seekers through the TAT Foundation. See

SpiritualTeachers.org for more of his work. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Flip Side to the CoinEpilogueSpiritual First AidForewordThis book answers the question of how

do you find the answer to who and what you are—ultimately—beyond any shadow of a doubt—

beyond the body, and beyond the mind—both of which we all know in our heart, will perish…

leaving what behind?This book is not a philosophical treatise. Rather than presenting mere

abstractions, this book tells of the actions that speak louder than words. Yet between the lines it

conveys a profound philosophy and shows what it means to “walk the talk.”In this

autobiographical telling of the story of his own spiritual path, Shawn Nevins engages us at a

deeply and generously personal level, with candor and conviction, wit and wisdom, insight and

inspiration. In the Epilogue, he shares how the successful conclusion of his search has

impacted his life and leaves us with an optimistic message of encouragement. He ends the

book with a distillation of the “take-aways” from his life, titled Spiritual First Aid, that offers wise

and extremely valuable counsel to every spiritual seeker no matter what their practice or where

they find themselves on the path right now.Maybe you’ve heard of the author. He is far less well-

known than he deserves to be.Perhaps you’ve been exposed to his profound poetry, that is so

reminiscent of Rumi, and evokes in the reader that very same sense of the Eternal in the

present moment. Perhaps you’ve watched some of the remarkable video documentaries he

has made of the spiritual search, and the journeys of those who have reached a conclusive

end to it, and published under his Poetry in Motion imprimatur. Perhaps you’ve visited his

website , one of the oldest and highest-ranked by search engines for that topic.But if you’ve

never heard of Shawn Nevins, his self-told story just might be the most valuable one you’ve

heard in a very long time, because it just might be the one in which you can most easily see

yourself.And when you do, you might just become inspired to new depths of self-honesty and

conviction that a spiritual path is worthwhile because finding those ultimate answers is indeed

possible – when you search for them, as Nisargadatta says over and over in I Am That “in

earnest” – and as Shawn’s life’s story so clearly represents.Whatever else can be said about

this book, it must be said loud and clear: This is what an authentic spiritual path looks like!And

for anyone who is familiar with the writings and recorded teachings of Richard Rose, founder of

the TAT Foundation, mentor and teacher to countless seekers: This is what making a spiritual

path your top priority looks like. This is what it looks like to become a reverse vector. This is

what “retreat from untruth” looks like in one’s life. This is what “living the life” looks like. This is

what earnest self-inquiry looks like. This is what “going within” entails. This is how you



transcend self-delusion and rationalization.The book also reveals a bit of what it felt like to be

in the presence of Richard Rose – and the conviction that he inspired in so many seekers that

enlightenment was real—and a real possibility for you—If only you dedicated yourself to finding

an answer, and if only you didn’t postulate in advance what that answer had to be, and if only

you were honest with yourself about what you in fact knew for sure—and didn’t.The value of

group work, and what Rose called the Law of the Ladder and the Contractor’s Law, is also

illustrated in this book—again, not as a philosophical treatise, but revealed in the actions and

consequences Shawn’s story of his journey and work with fellow seekers makes

apparent.Given the enigmatic-sounding title, if you never heard of Shawn Nevins, or Richard

Rose, or the TAT Foundation, I wonder what made you pick up this book to investigate if it is

worth your time?“Subtraction” seems an unlikely title to captivate your attention—even if you’re

a student of spirituality and/or psychology. After all, what does the single word convey?Perhaps

you intuited in the word “Subtraction” a hint that your life is basically one of addition and

acquisition, and therein the suggestion of a solution to the futility of such for finding any

ultimate meaning, or answers to the basic questions of birth, life and death: Who are you?

What are you? Where did you come from (birth)? Where are you going (death)?Such an

intuition would mean the recognition exists somewhere deep within you that your own life has

been a continuous process of adding psychological make-up and fancy clothes, and the

acquisition of material things to define yourself to yourself—and to the world in which you must

make your way.Indeed, you’ve spent your whole life since birth, to this very moment, in an

unbroken process of acquisition: building an identity in this world, acquiring knowledge,

position, material possessions, a self you can believe in and feel good about—depositing the

countless chits that you hope one day to cash in for earned spiritual rewards, however you

conceive them.Invariably those earned rewards involve some version of an immortal ‘you’ with

no need for a body, to survive death, and while you live, some magnificently better version of

you—better for having gained something that you previously did not possess.Do you discover

what you lack, or why such a feeling of dissatisfaction exists in the first place, by tasting new

experiences? By learning new things? By “growth” practices that purportedly increase the size

and scope of you? By expanding your consciousness? (Richard Rose once quipped that God

himself would have to move out of the way to accommodate you and make room for your vast

expansion.)No. Discovery of that which IS—cannot be revealed by piling things on top of that

which it is not—or by piling up a heap of things external to yourself, or painting a picture to look

at, like some Rorschach image on which you will project the answer you want and need,

instead of the objective Truth. It’s the old cliché of man creating god in his image, yet we are so

sure we are smarter than that, and so immune from what most others are not.Subtraction of

that which is not, is the universal path to the discovery of that which is. When everything false

is removed, what is left must be true. Whatever you ultimately are, when everything about you

that is not you has been subtracted, then what is left must be your true nature, the real

essential, eternal you—that may not be a “you” at all…. If the body dies and is dissipated; If

what we consider our precious possession of mind, is one with that very same body, and dies

and is dissipated with that body; What can possibly remain of you?A subtractive,

deconstructive process is the surest way to successful conclusion of a spiritual path. It was the

main piece of the shortcut that Richard Rose said existed. But just what in the world does

subtraction on a spiritual path really mean? How could it translate into a viable spiritual

practice? How does one follow a subtractive path?That is precisely what this book is about,

what it so eloquently reveals, and what it so satisfyingly illustrates, all in a way that frequently

reminded me throughout my reading of it, that the author of these pages is also a talented and



inspiring poet.—Bob CergolThe Prelude and the PurposeTo begin, is the hardest task there is;

to finish is the next hardest.Iappreciate writers who get to the point right away, then tell me a

story to illustrate the point, then remind me again what the point was.December 28, 1999 was

the day my spiritual search ended. From late 1992 till that day, I devoted myself to finding an

answer to the great philosophic questions of life: Who am I? What am I? What happens to me

at death? These were not theological musings, but eminently practical questions that

demanded answers based on personal experience rather than belief. I meditated for hundreds

of hours, fasted, prayed, talked to spiritual teachers and talked to myself, spent days alone in

the woods, tested and challenged my beliefs through dozens of practices, despaired and cried.

A central theme of this path was that of a Way of Subtraction fueled by honesty. It was Richard

Rose who taught me this simple, but elegant formula: “You back away from untruth,” he said,

turning from untruth until all that was left was what was real.Just before the last day of the 20th

century, my questions were put to rest. My notebook still contains the scribbling from that

evening:God is here. He rings in the death of all we know.Rejoice, the end begins.A new life.

Nothing ever the same.We are everlasting.Rejoice, I am free. Behind these words flows

everlasting light.It is back there, doors open, look inside.This is my way, no plan, you cannot

follow, but must try.God is here. God IS HERE Now.I used the word God only as shorthand.

“God” goes by many names. The Absolute, Buddha-Nature, Mind (with a capital “M”), Self (with

a capital “S”), and the big “E” of Enlightenment. You have some conception in your mind the

moment these words are read. That is unavoidable, but what happens next is not. You could be

satisfied with the words, or you could ask what they really mean and seek that which inspired

the words. This book is about the latter.Enlightenment is just a word—a chew-toy for the mind.

The desire in our heart for the truth is what we must connect with. That desire will guide us, but

it is not easy to hear the heart and then take action. Such action is the work that leads to the

backing away from untruth that is the spiritual path.Why bother? Because a part of us longs for

an answer to a question which is uniquely ours. I was asleep to that longing for many years.

Embrace that longing. Allow it to grow. To follow a spiritual path is to follow that longing.You do

not realize the depth of your uncertainty. Nor can you conceive what it means to know one

thing for certain, and how that makes all the difference in the world. My hope is this story,

which is unique to me, will inspire you to continue your path.Chapter 1: End of Life

OneEveryone has two lives. The second one begins when you realize you only have one.—

Steven Sotloff“Who am I?” would have been a meaningless question to the young man that

was me, alone on the first Saturday evening of freshman year at the University of Kentucky.

Eighteen years old, oblivious to the force of motives, I was ruled by fears and desires that

seemed my own. There was no separation between the thoughts and feelings that flared

through the mind, and my awareness of them. I was, as a friend expressed years later,

completely laminated to whatever I experienced. There was only the reaching ache of

loneliness and the silent complaint, “Why me?”Fear led me to this isolation. Rather than

knocking on a neighbor’s door and introducing myself, or saying hi in the hallway, I felt the

presence of strangers like a pointed accusation. Avoiding the anxiety, I pretended: I am busy, I

am important, I am special. I walked hurriedly from place to place with an imagined air of self-

importance. I rehearsed conversations that entranced audiences who never appeared. It was a

hellish circular prison where I wanted to hide the fact I was alone, yet did not want to be alone.

This pretending gave a feeling of control, as if directing my little boat of self through life—

though in reality it lacked compass, engine, or even steering wheel. I was not aware enough to

wonder why I hid while others leapt into new encounters, or to question my control of the

collection of thoughts and feelings called “Shawn.”Though fear and uncertainty predominated,



there was a deeply buried longing. I didn’t acknowledge it, but my body and mind savored the

outdoors. The summer before freshman year, I reviewed the University’s course catalog,

starting at the letter “A”: accounting, agriculture, arts, biology, chemistry, engineering,

mathematics and so on. In the agriculture section, I lingered on photos of the light dappled,

rolling green hills of Kentucky horse country. In the mind’s eye, an image unfolded of a wide

field under a clear, azure sky. Sun-warmed air rose from the grass, surrounding me in a feeling

of contentment. It was a perfect moment that was mine to have if I could find that place. I would

someday stand under that azure sky, and everything would be perfect. Though I had never

milked a cow, ridden a tractor, or even grown a vegetable, these photos drew me to agriculture,

and I settled on it as my career. I told no one of this dream, especially not my advisor at the

agriculture school. I doubt he could have corrected my misunderstanding—that happiness was

created by circumstances we create. Instead, I plunged headlong into a science-heavy

schedule of classes, chasing the dream that a career would lead me to that place of complete

satisfaction.I was far from any sort of satisfaction that first weekend of school. Fleeing the

image of myself as a loser sitting alone in the dormitory, I wound up sitting alone on a park

bench behind the student center. There, I briefly held the hope I looked like a brooding loner—

too cool to bother with parties and friends. But that was not where or who I wanted to be. I

longed to laugh, to meet girls, and impress the world with my personality. Instead, I churned on

every flaw: I saw myself as shy, stupid, ugly, weak, scared, skinny…Suddenly my thoughts

flipped from their miserable litany, and a moment of grace entered. The green pine boughs

swaying high overhead caught my attention as if whispering my name. The mind quieted, and

in that space I felt the wind push at my hair, and heard the soft rustle of pine needles brushing

one another. No longer was I drowning in thought. The silence built, thickening as if a storm

was coming, but all was quiet and at peace, inside and out. Something other than me was

present—not alien, but familiar and comforting, as if I were again a child in the back seat of my

parent’s car, safely drifting to sleep under the muffled sound of their voices. I doubt this feeling

lasted a minute, but the loneliness and anxiety were gone.I had no context for this strange

event—as any notion of spirituality was utterly absent from my world view. Nor was there any

thought that I should seek out the cause of this state, or that others might have experienced

something similar. Nor was there recognition that the instant relief of my troubles occurred

without any change in my outer circumstances. I could be alone without feeling lonely. How was

this possible? I would never know because I couldn’t even ask the question. In the coming

days, it became apparent that I was not freed from the weight of fear, but my self-criticism and

dissatisfaction receded as chemistry class and calculus presented more immediate

concerns.The routine of class and homework comfortably consumed my life. I sat in the same

seat each day, rarely speaking to classmates because I couldn’t compose the perfect opening

line. Throwing my energy into schoolwork solved the boredom and unease of my first freshman

weeks. Through brute force memorization, reading and re-reading my notes and textbooks, I

rose almost, but not quite to the top of my classes.Relationships became road signs passed on

the way elsewhere. I told myself I was in school to get good grades rather than make friends.

The only connection I admitted to wanting was with a girlfriend, and the courage finally arose

to introduce myself to the cute blonde seated next to me on a field trip. The initial thrill of

getting her phone number became a crushing defeat when I called the next weekend, and her

roommate said Megan was washing her hair. I left my phone number, but she never called

back. After our next class, we awkwardly stood in the hall as Megan told me about her

boyfriend. I remember she looked away a lot while we talked. Words I didn’t want to hear

fragmented and lodged in my memory. I still thought she was beautiful. I smiled and pretended



not to care, but never spoke to her again. Phrases festered in my mind: “I’m an idiot. Not good

looking, not cool, and a fool.”I went home to my parents for the summer after a mostly

forgettable freshman year. Though a high school dropout, my dad had a wide-ranging curiosity

with a library to match. There were books on the Old West and World War II, detective novels

and adventure stories, and authors like Mark Twain, Edgar Allen Poe, and Harlan Hubbard.

Browsing the collection, I came upon Arnold: The Education of a Bodybuilder. There was the

story of Arnold Schwarzenegger’s rise from sickly child to champion bodybuilder. While I

dabbled in my dad’s garage gym throughout high school, I lacked the needed motivation. Now

however, being “awesome and powerful” as Arnold put it, was exactly what I wanted. Rather

than asking out more girls, I would first make myself into a real man, so awesome and

powerful, that I would never again feel the sting of rejection.I threw myself into lifting weights,

and was ecstatic to learn my new dorm for the sophomore year had a gym. Its windowless

basement harbored a collection of well-worn exercise equipment that I attended to with

religious devotion an hour each day. Between lifting weights and frequenting the all-you-can-

eat dining hall, I slowly armored myself with muscle over the course of the year. Not fully

content with my transformation, I grew my hair long, and adopted a facade of ripped jeans,

flannel shirts, and chains which I copied from a lab partner whom I was certain was cool. Yet

Frank, a droopy, ever-present, and thickly bearded fixture on the front porch of our dorm, was

not impressed. From beneath the brim of his filthy baseball cap, he called out “Hey, ya big stiff!”

every time he saw me. I couldn’t even fool the most unhip guy in the dorm, much less attract

any ladies. At least not yet. If I added more muscle and more hip clothing, surely things would

change.Nothing did. After months of this crafted persona, I felt a lurking dissatisfaction with my

non-existent social life, occasionally depressing me enough to ask “What’s the point?” Which is

a form of one of the oldest philosophical questions: What is the purpose of life? Was there any

purpose to the misery I experienced? Because if not, a fleeting but familiar voice said, maybe I

should end it all now. A week finally arrived where I could no longer ignore this question, and I

went to the only place I knew to seek answers—the library. In the cool, hushed recesses of its

stacks, I bypassed the religion section and picked a book of Zen poetry from the Eastern

philosophy shelf. I have no idea why I thought Zen could answer my question, but I did think

this exotic book would impress anyone who saw me reading it. Though it looked nice on my

desk, I puzzled over the poems and found nothing intelligible:Fathomed at last!Ocean’s dried.

Void burst.Without an obstacle in sight,It’s everywhere!This was a bunch of riddles rather than

an answer to life’s purpose. Casting aside my short study of Zen, the black and white of

science made more sense, and I concluded that life was simply biological. Everything died, and

a higher purpose was not necessary to live and enjoy life. For a time, this conclusion put the

metaphysical questions to rest. I was helped, (or hindered I would later decide) by the stubborn

regularity of my routines of study and exercise, even the same paths I walked each day to class

gave me a bit of comfort. Habit carried me through any sloughs of depression. Plus, I still had

the dream that my best years were yet to come.I once complained to a teacher in high school

that, “These are supposed to be the best years of my life,” but it certainly didn’t feel that

way.“Oh no,” she said, “college will be the best. You’ll love college.”Now that I was in college, I

hoped like hell these were not the best years. It must be graduate school, I thought, or maybe

even after I graduated when I got a house and a wife and all the possessions that led to a

happy life.By my junior year, despite my fear of people and telling myself they were

unnecessary, I recognized the need to interact. A professor recommended joining the

agronomy club, as this would look good on my graduate school applications. With only four

members, it wasn’t long before I wound up president. Surprisingly, I enjoyed arranging pizza



parties and service projects that grew the club from four to eight members. Having a clear role

to play in a small group helped me understand how to interact. Another professor suggested a

prestigious internship at Argonne National Laboratory, so I spent the summer there. My senior

year, the recommendation was for independent research, so I prepared a presentation for a

conference in California. I was on a train where people kept handing out tickets for further

stops. You want to give me a ticket to graduate school? Sure, why not?My junior and senior

years were not all work. The Block and Bridle Club was famous for its alcohol-fueled barn

parties, and I drunkenly fell into more than one stack of hay bales, though never with a girl in

hand. In those short, blurry moments it did not matter how much muscle I had or whether I had

something witty to say. I could see acceptance in the eyes of others—I was fun to be around—

and for that night at least I was “normal.” Inebriation was the only state which lessened my fear,

as the rest of the time I was ever the anxious actor perpetually waiting in the wings practicing

his lines.Not until the last weeks of my senior year did I relax my routines, as I realized that no

graduate school would see my final grades. I skipped classes to go for a drive. I took a hike

with a girl I liked and even made time to sit with Frank on the front porch. I suddenly wished for

time to slow. On the last day of school, I looked down the now quiet and empty length of our

hall and realized I missed an opportunity. I wanted to reach out, but there was no one left to

receive my hand. My one wish was that I had spent more time socializing and enjoying

myself.The next stop, however, was a Master’s Degree at North Carolina State University’s soil

science department. Looking for a fresh start to my social life, I was disappointed by the cold

and unwelcoming brick façade of NCSU’s graduate student housing. No one left their doors

open or chatted in the hallway, and there was no front porch. My major professor, who would

mentor me for the next two years, proved a dour sort as well. Our first meeting lasted five

minutes, then his assistant showed me to my office.As a graduate student, I was granted a

desk in the corner of a third-floor laboratory. There amongst the fume hoods, test tubes and

deionized water, I claimed a space—arranging my text books on a shelf like trophies. I propped

my boots on the smooth black surface of the lab bench, then looked out the window at the brick

courtyard filled with students moving between classes. Briefly, I felt like the king of the

world.Classes were hard, however, and disappointments revealed themselves one after

another. I struggled to stay awake in class as an unusual fatigue wove itself into my days. I

didn’t appreciate my Indian roommate whose cooking spices permeated our room. I missed my

family. I learned that research was often guided more by funding fads than any great desire for

scientific exploration. Even the red clay topsoil of North Carolina was dry and hard compared to

the dark, rich, and crumbly central Kentucky loam. “Why did I even want to go to grad school?”

I wondered. Looking for friends, I forced myself to attend a graduate student association party

one evening, and there I met Ann.“Why can’t I know the joy of love? Why must I be me?” With

such a journal entry within a few days of meeting Ann, it was no surprise this ended badly.

Though too timid to ask her phone number that evening, I regained my courage the next day

and knocked on every lab door in her department until I found her.For the first time in my shy

life, I pursued a girl—as in flirted, pestered, and generally, genially stalked her until the weight

of my attention turned her mind to me. She smiled when I talked with her as if I mattered, and

that sense of belonging drew me like the grass on that long sought Kentucky hillside. That she

had a boyfriend in another state meant nothing to me. With enough persistence and effort, I

opened a crack in the world of possibilities and jumped in with abandon. A short month of

uncertainty, feverish thoughts, longing, heartache, and occasional joy followed. In the midst of

it, I wrote in my journal, “I’ve noticed that I’m not a very happy person.” Then, though she was

never wholly mine, Ann ended our brief romance. It felt like the one light, the one hope and



dream of my life was gone.The wreckage was total—disillusionment with graduate school, and

the loss of the woman I managed to entangle in my equation for happiness. Ann said she

wanted to be friends, and I sat on the front stoop of her apartment crying into her shoulder,

desperately hiding from an overwhelming blackness that rose up in my mind and threatened to

swallow me. I was suddenly and mysteriously terrified by the thought of forever being alone.

This was far deeper than any loneliness I previously experienced. This was a cold, dark

universe staring at the inconsequential speck that was me.Days passed like a long, heaving

sigh until late October, when I saw a poster advertising a lecture. “What is Enlightenment?” it

said, and I wondered if therein lay an answer to my troubles. My imagined life with Ann seemed

full of purpose, but now I found no reason to live. I felt weak, with no energy for exercise and

little motivation for class. My self-proclaimed conclusion of biological mortality offered no

comfort. Instead, it shouted my stark meaninglessness to a silent universe.Tuesday evening, I

slid into a crowded lecture hall, and found a place near the back. The lecturer was Richard

Rose. A short, stocky man, nearly bald, with a wispy white goatee, he wore a non-descript

sport coat and collared shirt with no tie. He seemed at ease on the podium, though slightly

disorganized, laughing as he rummaged through his pockets looking for reading glasses. He

sifted through an old vinyl portfolio, and pulled forth a sheaf of papers. He began to read:“Does

a man own a house, or does the house own him?”“Does a man have power, or is he

overpowered?”“Does a man enjoy or is he consumed?”“Can a man become?”“How shall he

know what he should become?”The lecture continued like this for over an hour. My mind went

quiet under a stream of questions for which I had no answers. Rose’s eyes scanned the room

and, now and then, it felt he looked directly at me and spoke to me alone. Telling me, “This is

important.” This feeling was uncanny and weighty. I recognized Rose had something, and I

wanted to know more. After the lecture, I put my name on a mailing list for the group that

sponsored this lecture: the Self Knowledge Symposium. The mind is ever forgetful, though, so I

was surprised when a few days later a fellow named Bill called to invite me to a meeting. That

meeting would mark the end of life one, and the beginning of a nine-year spiritual path best

described as a Way of Subtraction.Chapter 2: What Shall You Become?Does man fall in love

with anything besides his own self and his projections?—Richard RoseThe Self Knowledge

Symposium (SKS) met in Harrelson Hall, which had the lowly distinction of being the only

round building on campus and was historically regarded as “one of the most unsatisfactory

academic buildings imaginable.” Everything was pie-shaped: classrooms, offices, even the

bathrooms. Unmarked exterior doors conspired with a spiral ramp which circled the outside of

the building, to leave students perpetually unsure as to which floor they were on, or which

direction to go to reach a classroom. I half-suspect the SKS met there because whoever doled

out room assignments viewed this as fitting punishment for what was surely a cult.Whatever

misgivings I had about the architecture did not carry over to the group itself. That first meeting

was a revelation courtesy of a middle-aged businessman named August Turak. Though

ostensibly a student group, “Augie” ran the show. Augie introduced Richard Rose at the prior

week’s lecture, where he struck me as remarkably stiff and ill at ease. Not so at the SKS.

Sipping a two-liter of caffeinated Diet Coke, his eyes sparkled as he effortlessly held the

attention of everyone in the room.“This is you,” he said, bending his six foot, two hundred

pound frame to draw a straight line low on the chalkboard.“You live on this line, between the

poles of opposites: black and white, good and bad, pleasure and pain.” Exactly, I thought. I was

tired of being on the painful side, but I recognized that bouncing between the poles was the

summary of my life.“Where you want to be is up here,” he said, smacking a chalk mark above

the line. “Up here, you look down upon the opposites and see they aren’t opposites at all. They



are gradations on a line. You’ll never know that as long as you’re living on the line.” That

transcendence, looking down on the opposites, was immediately appealing, though I had never

encountered the idea.Augie’s voice thrust forward, radiating confidence and conviction. When

someone asked a question, he paused, eyes riveted and mouth slightly open as if taking in

their every word, then peered behind the question to address its motivation, or launched a

question in reply. I was not prepared to engage in this swordplay. Towards the end of the

evening, he boldly stroked the formula for success across the chalkboard: Right Thinking +

Right Action + Time = Results. I furiously recorded his words in my notebook, as if my life

depended on it, which it probably did.The radical shift catalyzed by the SKS appeared like a

bright line in my journal. November 1st was a typical, depressing post-Ann day, as I wrote,

“This last week was the most miserable of my life…” By November 13th, however, I waxed

philosophical:The world is a movie; the projector is God… Plato’s man chained in a cave… he

thought shadows were reality and did not know to turn around and look to the light… I am

guilty of trying to give meaning to my life by loving someone else. This is not the way. I am

guilty of trying to give meaning to my life through work. This is not the way.While Richard

Rose’s talk impressed me with an inkling of the profound, it was Augie’s talk that provided

insights immediately applicable to my current misery. The sad fact was that nothing in my

upbringing or years in school had provided tools for understanding my psychology. Before that

first SKS meeting, I never considered objectively looking at why I did the things I did. Self-

knowledge and self-study were utterly new to me. Over the next couple of months, I did not

miss a meeting.Though he seemed big, brash, and ballsy, Augie rarely talked about himself. In

time, I learned that he worked at MTV in its heady early days, was a protégé of IBM’s

legendary Louis Mobley, worked as a salesman and consultant and stockpiled money along

the way. One of the first students of Richard Rose from the 1970s, Augie kept a core of

philosophic discontent through all his worldly adventures and his off-and-on relationship with

Rose. He founded the SKS as a platform for introducing students to a practical philosophy of

life and, in particular, to the teachings of Rose.Each week, ten or twelve students gathered for

an hour and a half meeting—most in their early twenties, predominately guys and a surprising

number of engineering/math/computer science types. I expected a room dominated by

philosophy and psychology students, but by all appearances they seemed uninterested in the

ad hoc approach to self-study that the SKS provided.Augie thrilled our impressionable minds

with stories often culled from the Wall Street Journal or his wide network of connections. He

was a masterful storyteller who loved tales of people summoning their determination to

accomplish the extraordinary.
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R. Adams, “Getting to Something by arriving at Nothing. Finding this jewel in an ocean of too

much information and misinformation is beyond me. But thank you, God, for another great

blessing. If you are looking for a shortcut or fast pass/path to Enlightenment, this book may not

be for you. If you are looking for inspiration about not giving up and are looking for roadside

markers of what pitfalls to avoid or how to handle them as gracefully as possible, this book IS

for you for these and many other reasons. Just in case you are feeling some resistance

coming up at the thought of an arduous, long journey, Shawn’s journey was arduous, but

relatively short compared to people like myself who have spent most of their lives looking for

Love in all the wrong places. Also, if you are sincere about your journey, you are going to find

much more than I could ever include in this review.What grabbed my heart the most was

Shawn’s honesty, devotion (surrender), earnestness and sincerity. Two of the greatest sages of

the twentieth century, Ramana Maharshi and Nisargadatta Maharaj, agreed that Grace was the

key element to final Realization or Enlightenment, and also agreed that devotion, earnestness

and sincerity were probably the best virtues to invite Grace to undo the knots. Many other

saints and sages from all paths and through the ages agree. Ramana Maharshi felt that

humility was possibly the greatest virtue, a virtue that echoes loudly throughout Shawn’s

journey by exposing his (seeming) mistakes, (seeming) blunders and embarrassments along

the way, the very same errors that a lot of us make but gloss over or hide in favor of the cool

stuff – the powers, the psychedelic or cosmic visions, the association with important

personages or gurus, pilgrimages to ashrams, to name a few. No, this is a boots on the

ground, churning it out journey in a relatively remote part of the USA, a journey where

perseverance prevailed. Shawn is not afraid to be vulnerable, not afraid to admit (seeming)

failure, true signs of courage and strength when shared with humility.Perhaps one of the most

important but overlooked qualities of the journey that Shawn brings to light or reminds us of is

how important it is to be in touch with feelings and intuition. After all, this journey is all about

going within, to the Silence of the Heart, and how are we able to hear that still, small voice

within without heightened feeling and intuition? Particularly here in the West, we are lauded

and encouraged from a very early age to use our minds in order to understand things, to

achieve, to acquire, but most of us probably understand that we don’t know anything until we

know it by experience, by experiencing it equally with both senses (feeling, intuition) and

intellect (mind), this process also known as integration. I was so taken aback when Shawn

shared that he had no idea what his therapist (at one point of his journey) was getting at when

he asked Shawn how he felt about such and such. That same scenario happened to me years

ago!Shawn didn’t do it the hard way. He did it the Heart way and by subtraction of what he is

not in order to find out what he is. This is not a book of spiritual concepts or information. This

is about determination and success in finding the Absolute.  Thank you, Shawn.”

Mark S, “Invaluable insights about the spiritual path. This is one of the best books on the



spiritual search that I have read. It is a personal, forthright, and intimate account of the author

Shawn Nevin’s path. He is completely open about his life and search, detailing both his

insights and his challenges. By being so open, he shows both what is essential to the search –

e.g., sincerity, focus, and honesty – and what is not required – e.g., superhuman effort or being

special in some kind of way. The book provides invaluable insights into the spiritual path, and I

found them more understandable and practicable because they were presented by example

rather than abstractly. One of the highlights of the book is the advice to seekers at the end. I

can’t imagine a better overall guide for the spiritual path.”

S. Carter, “Couldn't put this book down. I read Shawn's book in one sitting simply because I

couldn't stop reading. His wonderful descriptions of his struggles along his spiritual path

brought back vivid memories of my own. I find it interesting that the two events that seemed to

help him the most were also very helpful to me, i.e. Douglas Harding's experiments and

Franklin Merrill-Wolfe's "Induction" lecture. I also enjoyed the book more because I had read

many of the same things such as Bernadette Roberts "The Experience of No-Self". One thing

that is abundantly clear about Shawn is his commitment to rigorous honesty. I found his crystal

clear transparency very inspiring.”

G R Andrews, “Good though not much math. I enjoyed this book. I particularly like books

written by those that made the punishing journey from a typical, depressed even, mind-set to

enlightenment. The author sheds light and exposes his life in intimate detail. I think it prepares

one for the realities of seeking enlightenment. It seems much more real and true than the

message that one can become enlightened in an easy and comfortable way over a short

period of time. My take, feel free to disagree.”

bjb, “Subtraction - get ready to open your mind and heart to a new dominion of Self discovery.

Subtraction is a portal into a whole new dominion of discovery, an amazing resource and I

would highly recommend diving in. I first discovered Shawn after stumbling across his website,

spiritualteachers.org. Little did I know at the time that this would lead me into definitive

paradigm shift in spiritual seeking... the discovery of the teachings of Richard Rose, and a

plethora of resources. Read this book, it may lead you deeper into yourself than you could

possibly imagine.”

JuleeB, “Beautifully written. No holds barred. This is a story of hard work, failure, determination.

More importantly it's a story of backing away from untruth. Its gritty and eye opening. The prize

demands stamina and focus. Thank you Shawn for sharing your story.”

Brian Moriarty, “What is subtraction?. I enjoyed Shawn's book. It was good to understand the

life he lived to find the answer to the Ultimate Truth with the ups and downs that are

experienced. Glad he found the answers and that others can follow the path of subtraction.

Well worth a read!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book for anyone interested in their spiritual dimension.. A great

book for any serious spiritual seeker. It offers clear ideas on the nature of spirituality along with

ideas for how to facilitate one's own growth in that direction. I highly recommend this book to

everyone who is interested in spiritual life.”

The book by Shawn Nevins has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 109 people have provided feedback.
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